
KTSW COMMUNITY ISSUES 4/01/2020 – 6/30/2020 (Placed in file 7/10/2020) 
There follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by 
KTSW-FM 89.9, San Marcos, Texas, along with the most significant 
programming treatment of those issues for the period of April 1, 2020 and 
June 30, 2020.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which 
they appear does not reflect any priority or significance. 
 

 
Public Service Campaigns 10/01-12/31  Varies 50.7 hours 
 
KTSW-FM 89.9 airs multiple public service announcements covering many topics 
at various times throughout the day, totaling approximately 3.9 hours per week, 
50.7 hours for this quarter.   
 
Categories & topics include: 
 
Texas State Student Services: Student Learning Assistance Center (SLAC), 
Bobcat Bobbies, Writing Center  
Broadcast Community: COVID-19 Testing 
Health and Wellness: Eating Disorders, Fighting Procrastination, STD Prevention 
Safety: COVID-19 Updates, Phishing Awareness, Responsible Drinking  

Big Picture Science May 6   7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Skeptic Check: COVID Conspiracy 

Nature abhors a vacuum, but conspiracy theorists love one. While we wait for 
scientists to nail down the how and why of the coronavirus, opportunists have 
jumped into the void, peddling DIY testing kits and fake COVID cures like 
colloidal silver. They’ve even cooked up full-blown conspiracy theories about a 
lab-grown virus. Find out why this crisis has dished up more than the usual share 
of misinformation and hucksterism, and how these interfere with our ability to 
navigate it safely. 
 
Alternative Radio  May 7   7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Palestine: A Case of Settler Colonialism 
 
The conflict over Palestine is a century-long war involving a settler-colonial 
movement–Zionism–which succeeded in forming a national entity–The State of 
Israel. The term settler colonialism may not be well known but it accurately 
describes what has happened to multiple regions of the world from Ireland to 
Canada and from New Zealand to Palestine where indigenous populations have 
been subjugated and displaced. In the case of Palestine, the Zionist movement 
was supported by superpowers, first Britain and then the U.S. President Truman 
was told by State Department diplomats that an overtly pro-Zionist policy would 
harm U.S. interests in the Middle East. To them, Truman said, “I am sorry 
gentlemen, but I have to answer to hundreds of thousands who are anxious for 



the success of Zionism. I do not have hundreds of thousands of Arabs among my 
constituents.” 

Counterspin   May 8   7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guests/Topics: Diane Archer on Medicare for All, Sriram Madhusoodanan 
on Fossil Fuel Accountability 

This week on CounterSpin: Before millions were unemployed, before Covid-19 
began its sweep, healthcare was already a crisis, and the arguments against 
overhauling it were already visibly tired and specious. Here’s an interview about 
that from March 2019 with Just Care USA‘s Diane Archer. 

Conversations on Healthcare May 8  7:30 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest:Topic: Addressing Toxic Childhood Stress with California’s First 
Surgeon General, Dr. Nadine Burke Harris 

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter welcome Dr. Nadine Burke 
Harris to the show. Governor Gavin Newsome chose Dr. Burke Harris to be 
California’s first official Surgeon General for her expertise on the impact of 
Adverse Childhood Events (ACEs) and their role in future health problems. They 
discuss how ACEs affect brain development and DNA makeup. Dr Burke Harris 
also talks about how the newly-launched ACEs Aware program seeks to provide 
a framework for early primary care screening and intervention to mitigate the long 
term effects. 
 
Grab Bag Program   May 9  7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: May 4th Voices: Kent State 1970 
 
The 67 shots that rang out at Kent State amid a May 4,1970 Vietnam War 
protest, killing four students and wounding nine, reverberate nearly 50 years 
later. Many historians see the shootings as the moment America turned, finally 
and forcefully, against the war. A new audio play, drawn from the “Kent State 
Shootings: Oral Histories,” marks the 50th anniversary with accounts from 
protesters, National Guardsmen, students, faculty and townspeople, brought to 
life by actors including Ron West, Steve Byrne and Tina Fey 

Big Picture Science  May 13 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: How bad does it have to get? 

“Climate change at warp speed” is the way one scientist described the 
coronavirus outbreak.   

In a show recorded before a live audience at the Seattle AAAS meeting, and co-
presented with the BBC World Service, we discuss out how politics and 
psychology lead people to tune out inconvenient scientific findings even when the 
stakes are high – as well as what we can do about it. 



Alternative Radio   May 14 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Consequences of COVID 19 

What kind of bizarre twilight zone world are we in? The coronavirus pandemic is 
a global altering moment. It has exposed huge fissures of vulnerability. The dead 
from COVID-19 in the U.S. now exceeds Vietnam War levels. The health crisis 
has triggered an economic crisis. Tens of millions have lost their jobs in the 
largest mass unemployment since the Great Depression. The bread lines of the 
1930s have turned into car lines as people wait for hours to get some free food. 
The lack of preparation, the shortages of tests and medical equipment plus all 
the dissembling has been mind-boggling. “I don’t take any responsibility at all,” 
intones the president. What will emerge from this pandemic emergency? A more 
equitable decent society living in harmony with the Earth or more rapacious 
destructive capitalism? The choice is clear. 

Counterspin    May 15 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes   
Guests/Topics: Jim Naureckas on Coronavirus False Choices, Peter 
Maybarduk on Pharmaceutical Price-Gouging 

This week on CounterSpin: CDC data suggests that US deaths from the 
coronavirus are far higher than reported, according to a recent New York Times 
story. Upending the notion that the virus is only killing people who would’ve died 
from other causes anyway, the new data shows coronavirus has brought “a 
pattern of deaths unlike anything seen in recent years.” 

The problem is, that data-driven story has to compete with others, in that paper 
and elsewhere, that suggest that we’re moving quite smartly toward “reopening 
the economy,” and pushing to make that happen soon is an equally legitimate 
“position” to hold. Corporate media are constitutionally committed to leaving 
unchallenged the notion that our choice is between sending folks back to 
workplaces and public spaces that might be unsafe, and letting them stay home 
and give up paychecks and health insurance. That worldview undercuts their 
ability to bring us the basic information we need. We’ll get an update on 
pandemic coverage with Jim Naureckas, editor of FAIR.org. 

Conversations on Healthcare May 15 7:30 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Testing, Contact Tracing, Quarantines and Physical 
Distancing: Tomas Pueyo on What U.S. and Others Must Do to Beat 
Coronavirus 

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter welcome engineer, data 
analyst and Silicon Valley entrepreneur Tomas Pueyo, whose recent collection of 
articles in the online publication Medium outline what must be done to contain 
COVID-19, and minimize the harm to health and economies. He analyzes global 
data on actions taken by countries and their impact on outcomes, recommending 

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nytimes.com%2Finteractive%2F2020%2F04%2F28%2Fus%2Fcoronavirus-death-toll-total.html&data=02%7C01%7Cds46%40txstate.edu%7C84c6097603874988adff08d7f0750212%7Cb19c134a14c94d4caf65c420f94c8cbb%7C0%7C0%7C637242257640388071&sdata=y%2FKPkgUVsQcwKElBFcTISzFVJgSkTF%2F0EK7903XIjao%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ffair.org%2Fauthor%2Fjim%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cds46%40txstate.edu%7C84c6097603874988adff08d7f0750212%7Cb19c134a14c94d4caf65c420f94c8cbb%7C0%7C0%7C637242257640388071&sdata=dRWQsN%2BPSZkOHwY4EQp2VpW0HfjDKjQssiYRe6TOG3M%3D&reserved=0


that widespread testing, contract tracing, physical distancing, hand hygiene and 
widespread use of masks will help contain the pandemic. 
 
Grab-Bag Program   May 16 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Corona Virus 
 
In this episode, our hosts compare the Corona Virus to Influenza. 

Philosophy Talk   May 18 7:00 a.m.      60 minutes 
Topic: Machiavelli 

Niccolò Machiavelli is best known for arguing that people in power should use 
deception, force, and manipulation if those tactics are necessary to achieve their 
ends. In an age of unscrupulous politics and ruthless business practice, shouldn't 
we be encouraging a move away from Machiavellian thinking? Then again, are 
we even sure that those "Machiavellian" views were really Machiavelli's? If not, 
what did he really think, and what might we learn from him? John and Ken plot 
and scheme with Maurizio Viroli from Princeton University, author of Redeeming 
the Prince: The Meaning of Machiavelli's Masterpiece. 
 
Alternative Radio    May 21 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes: 
Topic: Corporate Constitutional Rights 
 
The term corporation is not in the Constitution, yet this entity has emerged over 
the years as the most dominant force in society. Although never oppressed like 
women and minorities, corporations have fought to win equal rights under the 
Constitution. Today, they have nearly all the same rights as ordinary people. 
Corporations have waged a persistent campaign to expand their power and to 
strike down regulation. They have systematically pursued and won legal 
privileges through the courts, especially the Supreme Court. Most notoriously, 
the Supreme Court’s 2010 Citizens United decision paved the way for unlimited, 
anonymous money to be spent in elections. The idea that corporations are 
persons and money is free speech strike at the heart of equality. Justice John 
Paul Stevens in his Citizens United dissent said, “A democracy cannot function 
effectively… (if citizens believe) laws are being bought and sold.” 

Counterspin    May 22 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Ricardo Salvador on the Food System & Covid-19 

This week on CounterSpin: While you may be forgiven for seeing dysfunction in 
the image of farmers dumping produce while people are lining up at food banks, 
that actually is the dominant US food system functioning: It just isn’t set up to 
adapt quickly and responsively in a crisis. But what does that say about the 
resiliency of the system by which food is produced and distributed, and its 
relationship to human (and planetary) needs and health? 



As for food workers—farm laborers, meatpackers, grocery and restaurant 
workers—how can they be deemed “essential” and yet treated as expendable? 
As with other things, there is hope that the spotlight the pandemic is putting on 
problems in our food system could be the light by which we make changes. 
We’ll talk about that with Ricardo Salvador, senior scientist and director of the 
Food and Environment Program at the Union of Concerned Scientists. 
 

Conversations on Healthcare May 22 7:30 a.m.  30 minutes 
Topic: America's Loneliness Epidemic Amid COVID 

America’s Loneliness Epidemic Amid COVID-19: Former Surgeon General Vivek 
Murthy on the Toll of Isolation on America’s Health 
This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter welcome US Surgeon 
General under President Obama, Dr. Vivek Murthy, whose new book “Together: 
The Healing Power of Connection in a Sometimes Lonely World” examines the 
causes and harmful effects of the epidemic of loneliness in America and its 
impact on health. Dr. Murthy examines how the COVID-19 pandemic is 
amplifying this crisis, and how we, as a society, must address this issue. 
 
Philosophy Talk   May 25 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: The Value of Care: Feminism and Ethics 
 
How do notions like care, compassion, and empathy change the way we view our 
obligations to others?  

Big Picture Science  May 27 7:00 a.m.  60 minute 
Topic: Vaccine, When? 

It will be the shot heard ‘round the world, once it comes.  But exactly when can 
we expect a COVID vaccine?  We discuss timelines, how it would work, who’s 
involved, and the role of human challenge trials.  
Also, although he doesn’t consider himself brave, we do.  Meet a Seattle 
volunteer enrolled in the first coronavirus vaccine trial.  And, while we mount an 
elaborate defense against a formidable foe, scientists ask a surprising question: 
is a virus even alive? 
 
Alternative Radio   May 28 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: The Politics of the Pandemic 
 
It should be abundantly clear that part of the president’s m.o., almost an article of 
faith, is never accept responsibility when things go wrong. It’s always someone 
else’s fault: Pelosi, the media, the WHO, Obama, China, immigrants. And if you 
criticize the leader expect retaliation. Just ask Rick Bright, a top government 
scientist who was removed from his job he says because he opposed the 
president’s touting of hydroxychloroquine, an anti-malarial drug, as a coronavirus 



treatment. He has filed a whistleblower complaint. The president has called him 
“a disgruntled employee.” These are Rick Bright’s words of warning, “Our window 
of opportunity is closing. If we fail to develop a nationally coordinated response, 
based in science, I fear the pandemic will get far worse and be prolonged, 
causing unprecedented illness and fatalities. Without clear planning 2020 will be 
the darkest winter in modern history.” 

Counterspin    May 29 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Ari Berman on Voter Suppression and Coronavirus 

This week on CounterSpin: From targeted “voter ID” laws to purging people from 
the rolls to fighting vote by mail, Republicans are making ever-bolder attempts to 
suppress voting—expanding the franchise doesn’t work in their favor, Donald 
Trump unabashedly stated recently. It’s a patently anti-democratic project by 
definition, but corporate media’s business-as-usual, partisan framing reduces a 
struggle over a fundament of societal participation to jockeying between 
elephants and donkeys. It’s a failure of the greatest magnitude, and no amount of 
ponderous, prize-winning books written in the aftermath will substitute for tough 
reporting done now to protect the integrity of the vote going into one of the most 
monumental presidential elections in the country’s history. We’ll talk about that 
with Ari Berman, author of Give Us the Ballot: The Modern Struggle for Voting 
Rights in America, and a senior reporter on the voting rights beat at Mother 
Jones. 
 

Conversations on Healthcare May 29 7:30 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Telehealth, Testing and Contact Tracing: Dr. John Halamka on 
COVID-19 Healthcare Coalition 

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. John 
Halamka, President of the Mayo Clinic Platform, a partnership with Google and 
multiple entities to improve healthcare through better data. He recently launched 
the COVID-19 Healthcare Coalition, with more than 800 private sector and 
academic partners collaborating on multiple fronts to combat COVID-19. They 
discuss the “five phases” to a “new normal” including isolation, infection and 
antibody testing, contact tracing and vaccine development as precursors fully 
reopening society. 
 
Philosophy Talk    June 1 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Comforting Conversations 
 
In troubling, uncertain times, the arts and humanities are more important than 
ever. Engaging with works of literature can provide both much needed insight 
into our current struggles and a sense of perspective in a crisis. In what ways do 
novels or plays help us come to terms with human suffering? Can fictional 
narratives about past pandemics shed light on our current situation? And how 



can storytelling or music help bring us together in isolation? Josh and Ray 
converse with a range of Stanford faculty members about how philosophy, music, 
drama, and literature can provide comfort, connection, and a sense of 
community. 

Alternative Radio   June 4 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: The Pandemic & the Economy: A Radical View 
 
The standard narrative about the current crisis is that the coronavirus pathogen 
triggered an economic collapse. But what is crucially ignored is that neoliberal 
capitalism was already weak and stressed out, a pre-existing condition, if you 
will. That systemic weakness went into freefall when the pandemic hit. In its long 
history, capitalism has produced many booms and busts but this period, 
particularly since Reagan, has produced spectacular inequalities in wealth and 
income.  Tens of millions, if they even have a job, live paycheck-to-paycheck. 
We’re all in this together? Right? That’s what the signs say. But not the rich. 
They have their country estates, yachts and island retreats to shelter in place. 
The big question is: Once the crisis abates are we going to go back to business 
as usual, or will there be fundamental change? 

Counterspin    June 5 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Diane Ravitch on Pandemic School Privatization 

This week on CounterSpin: One teacher described it as a “gut punch” hearing 
New York Governor (and current media crush) Andrew Cuomo talk about “re-
imagining” education in the wake of the pandemic,  without what he called the 
“old model” emphasis on teachers and classrooms. Cuomo announced an 
initiative with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation—who’ve been behind 
decades of education interventions in this country—all of which have failed to 
deliver on their promises, but have drained funds from public schools and 
undermined public school teachers. 
One Gates project that activists fought off was a cloud-based system 
called  “inBloom” that collected millions of students’ detailed personal 
information—a massive intrusion Cuomo called “necessary.” Maybe that could 
spur some questions, particularly now that Cuomo’s added Google head Eric 
Schmidt to the Re-Imagining team?  
Diane Ravitch is a historian of education at New York University and author of, 
most recently, Slaying Goliath: The Passionate Resistance to Privatization and 
the Fight to Save America’s Public Schools. We talk with her about the latest 
scheme for rich folks to decide what’s best for schools their children don’t attend. 

Conversations on Healthcare June 5 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: How the US Pandemic Preparedness Failed: Harvard’s Dr. 
Ashish Jha on the Best Way Forward Through Covid-19 

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. John 
Halamka, President of the Mayo Clinic Platform, a partnership with Google and 



multiple entities to improve healthcare through better data. He recently launched 
the COVID-19 Healthcare Coalition, with more than 800 private sector and 
academic partners collaborating on multiple fronts to combat COVID-19. They 
discuss the “five phases” to a “new normal” including isolation, infection and 
antibody testing, contact tracing and vaccine development as precursors fully 
reopening society. 
 
             
Grab-Bag Program   June 6 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Corona and Five Musicians 
 
This week, host Joe Burns speaks to five professional musicians from the New 
Orleans area to discuss how the Coronavirus has affected their lives. 
 

Philosophy Talk   June 8 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Covid Conundrums and Moral Dilemmas 

In just months the world changed radically, and we have all had to adjust our 
lifestyles to stop the spread of Covid-19. Those working on the frontlines are 
taking on great personal risk while the rest of us are required to socially distance. 
But even if you follow all the guidelines, you may still face moral dilemmas. Is it 
ethical to order non-essential goods online, putting low wage workers at risk for 
your own comfort? What should you do if your roommates refuse to follow the 
rules, putting your health in danger? And if social distancing means thousands 
will die alone of non-Covid related diseases, has it gone too far? Jon and Ray put 
your Covid-related conundrums to Karen Stohr from Georgetown University, 
author of Minding the Gap: Moral Ideals and Moral Improvement. 

Big Picture Science  June 10 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Soap, Skin, Sleep 

Some safeguards against COVID-19 don’t require a medical breakthrough. 
Catching sufficient Z’s makes for a healthy immune system. And, while you wash 
your hands for the umpteenth time, we'll explain how soap sends viruses down 
the drain. Plus, your body’s largest organ – skin – is your first line of defense 
against the pandemic and is also neglected because of it. Find out why we're 
suffering from "skin hunger" during this crisis. 

Alternative Radio   June 11 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Outbreaks: From Epidemics to Pandemics 
 
Can you believe it? A hundred thousand U.S. dead and counting. The real 
number according to Dr. Anthony Fauci, the leading infectious disease expert, is 
“almost certainly higher.” A World Health Organization official warns that the 
coronavirus may become endemic, i.e., like HIV, “it may never go away.” Science 
writer and author Sonia Shah states, “Over the past fifty years, more than three 



hundred infectious pathogens have either emerged or reemerged, appearing in 
places where they’ve never been seen before.” Years before the sudden arrival 
of COVID-19, ninety percent of epidemiologists predicted that one of them would 
cause a deadly pandemic sometime in the next two generations. Unfortunately, 
they were right. By examining the stories of pandemics past we can begin to 
better understand our own future, and to prepare for what it holds in store. 

Counterspin    June 12 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guests/Topic: Alex Vitale, Chase Madar and Shahid Buttar on Racist 
Policing 

This week on CounterSpin: The May 26 New York Times reports that authorities 
are looking into “the arrest of a black man who died after being handcuffed and 
pinned to the ground by an officer’s knee.” Police murder yet another black 
person in broad daylight, and the Times can’t bring itself to use active verbs. 
George Floyd was killed by a police officer who remained on the force despite a 
record of violence and complaints, his murder was covered up as a “medical 
incident” by the police department, and when people protested the killing, police 
tear-gassed and shot at them with rubber bullets. Now law enforcement will 
investigate law enforcement. 
Seeing all this, again, more people are coming to consider that racist policing 
cannot be “reformed” with an occasional lawsuit and some implicit-bias classes. 
CounterSpin has had unfortunate occasion to discuss the issue many times. We 
talked about the history of policing with professor and author Alex Vitale. We 
hear some of that conversation this week. 
 

Conversations on Healthcare June 12 7:30 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Testing, Contact Tracing, Quarantines and Physical 
Distancing: Tomas Pueyo on What U.S. and Others Must Do to Beat 
Coronavirus 

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter welcome engineer, data 
analyst and Silicon Valley entrepreneur Tomas Pueyo, whose recent collection of 
articles in the online publication Medium outline what must be done to contain 
COVID-19, and minimize the harm to health and economies. He analyzes global 
data on actions taken by countries and their impact on outcomes, recommending 
that widespread testing, contract tracing, physical distancing, hand hygiene and 
widespread use of masks will help contain the pandemic. 
             
Grab-Bag Program   June 13 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Coronavirus COVID-19 creates an economic pandemic. You’ll feel its 
bite 
 
For the first time, the world had a day with more new cases of Coronavirus 
COVID-19 outside China than in its country of origin.  While the World Health 



Organization ponders if this makes it a medical pandemic, Keith Johnson of 
Foreign Policy says, we are already dealing with an economic pandemic with 
global implications.  And he says, it is hitting many countries 
like Japan, Italy and Iran where the national economy was already in trouble. 
Grab Bag 

Philosophy Talk    June 15 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: White Privilege and Racial Injustice 

“White privilege” has become a buzzword in discussions about racial inequality 
and racial justice. The call to “check your privilege” appeals to those privileged to 
acknowledge the various ways they receive special treatment that others don’t. 
But when white people explicitly acknowledge their privilege, does this do 
anything to further racial equality? Is talking about “white privilege” just a way to 
assuage white liberal guilt? Instead of unequal privilege, should we be more 
focused on equal rights? What kind of theory of justice is required to improve 
black lives? John and Ken check their privilege with Naomi Zack from the 
University of Oregon, author of White Privilege and Black Rights: The Injustice of 
U.S. Police Racial Profiling and Homicide. 

Big Picture Science  June 17 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Race and COVID 

While citizens take to the streets to protest racist violence, the pandemic has its 
own brutal inequities. Black, Latino, and Native American people are bearing the 
brunt of COVID illness and death. We look at the multitude of factors that 
contribute to this disparity, most of which existed long before the pandemic. Also, 
how the Cheyenne River Sioux tribe maintained their coronavirus safeguards in 
defiance of the South Dakota governor. And, the biological reasons why we 
categorize one another by skin color. 
 
Alternative Radio   June 18 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: The Politics of the Pandemic 
 
It should be abundantly clear that part of the president’s m.o., almost an article of 
faith, is never accept responsibility when things go wrong. It’s always someone 
else’s fault: Pelosi, the media, the WHO, Obama, China, immigrants. And if you 
criticize the leader expect retaliation. Just ask Rick Bright, a top government 
scientist who was removed from his job he says because he opposed the 
president’s touting of hydroxychloroquine, an anti-malarial drug, as a coronavirus 
treatment. He has filed a whistleblower complaint. The president has called him 
“a disgruntled employee.” These are Rick Bright’s words of warning, “Our window 
of opportunity is closing. If we fail to develop a nationally coordinated response, 
based in science, I fear the pandemic will get far worse and be prolonged, 
causing unprecedented illness and fatalities. Without clear planning 2020 will be 
the darkest winter in modern history.” 

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fexchange.prx.org%2Fpieces%2F312086-coronavirus-dovid-19-creates-an-economic-pandemic%2Fpurchases%2F403947%3F_dk%3D1&data=02%7C01%7Cds46%40txstate.edu%7Cfeef19aa531a46ff78c408d807364bcc%7Cb19c134a14c94d4caf65c420f94c8cbb%7C0%7C0%7C637267277064747508&sdata=Sa9t%2B5%2FWHIB3q564JWSw7zwlcJnUDJ%2FW6%2FRxxP85P%2B8%3D&reserved=0


Counterspin    June 19 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guests/Topics: Alicia Bell on Police Attacks on Journalists, Elliot Mincberg 
on Trump’s Judges 

This week on CounterSpin: Police attacks on journalists covering historic, 
nationwide anti-police brutality protests are shocking and appalling. Will they lead 
reporters to back off, covering racial injustice from a safe distance? Or will they 
encourage them to work more deeply and consistently to amplify precisely those 
voices that the “forces of order,” as CNN called them, so vehemently want to 
silence? A lot depends on which course they take, both for racial justice and for 
journalism. We talk with Alicia Bell, organizing manager with the group Free 
Press. 

Conversations on Healthcare June 19 7:30 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: NAACP Health Director Dr. Marjorie Innocent Talks About 
Racism in America 

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. Marjorie 
Innocent, Senior Director of Health Programs at the NAACP. Dr. Innocent speaks 
on the current climate of protest against entrenched racism in America, the 
NAACP’s call to action to address police brutality, economic and health 
disparities, and the need to foster a culture of collaboration to address racism’s 
toll on people of color in this country. 
             
Grab-Bag Program   June 20 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Beyond Stonewall: From Power to Pride 
 
The Stonewall Uprising, fifty years ago, was chapter one in modern LGBTQ 
history. It was rough and ready in New York.  It was sexy and often celebratory in 
the San Francisco version. In Boston, true to character, gay struggle was 
thoughtful, wordy, networked, and momentous (in writing the first gay marriage 
law in 2004). Everywhere, the LGBTQ cause was older, wider, and deeper than 
we knew, in working classes and elites. Nineteenth-century Boston, after all, had 
put a name on the Boston Marriage of single ladies. Cruising culture was 
stratified—not the same on Boston Common as on the Public Garden, by the 
swan-boats. Gay or thought-to-be-gay politicians got reelected in Massachusetts, 
before a word was spoken. On this episode, a fresh look back. 
 
 
Stonewall, fifty years ago, is a marker in modern memory—more nearly a million 
markers in conflicting memories. The Rashomon Effect is the rule post-
Stonewall: no two eye-witnesses had seen the same event. Did the pitched battle 
in a mob-run gay bar in Manhattan, between fed-up patrons and city cops, really 
happen? Were women, black, and Latino militants in the forefront? Have any two 
people experienced the same Sexual Revolution over the last half-century? And 
was the effect of it all inclusion: to normalize once-forbidden behavior in gay 



marriage, for example? Or was the effect disruption and liberation: to radicalize 
all thinking about sex, gender, and society? The arguments are still alive, and 
they’re not all in New York. We’re digging up the Stonewall years and beyond in 
New England for this episode, with people who lived them in range of Boston. 
Grab Bag 
 

Big Picture Science  June 24 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Skeptic Check: Data Bias 

Sexist snow plowing?  Data that guide everything from snow removal schedules 
to heart research often fail to consider gender.  In these cases, “reference man” 
stands in for “average human.”   Human bias also infects artificial intelligence, 
with speech recognition triggered only by male voices and facial recognition that 
can’t see black faces.  We question the assumptions baked into these numbers 
and algorithms. 
 
Alternative Radio   June 25 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Topic: Surviving the Future 
 
What will tomorrow bring in the age of COVID-19? There is so much uncertainty. 
Arundhati Roy sees an opportunity. She writes, “Whatever it is, coronavirus has 
made the mighty kneel and brought the world to a halt. And in the midst of this 
terrible despair, it offers us a chance to rethink the doomsday machine we have 
built for ourselves. Nothing could be worse than a return to normality. Historically, 
pandemics have forced humans to break with the past and imagine their world 
anew. This one is no different. It is a portal, a gateway between one world and 
the next. We can choose to walk through it, dragging the carcasses of our 
prejudice and hatred, our avarice, our data banks and dead ideas, our dead 
rivers and smoky skies behind us. Or we can walk through lightly, with little 
luggage, ready to imagine another world. And ready to fight for it.” 

Counterspin    June 26 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Maritza Perez on Overpolicing & Drugs 

This week on CounterSpin: the big story continues to be the historic public 
demonstrations against police racism and violence. There is a lot of learning 
going on. Hopefully some of what’s being learned is how much overpolicing and 
violent policing have to do with the so-called war on drugs, which serves as a 
pretext for much of the harassment of individuals and entire communities of black 
and brown people. We talked about that piece of it with Maritza Perez, Director of 
the Office of National Affairs at Drug Policy Alliance. 

Conversations on Healthcare June 26 7:00 a.m.  30 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Testing, Contact Tracing, Quarantines and Physical 

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fexchange.prx.org%2Fpieces%2F278686-beyond-stonewall-from-power-to-pride%23description&data=02%7C01%7Cds46%40txstate.edu%7C1c685f70a5f145881f5108d80d7e3a95%7Cb19c134a14c94d4caf65c420f94c8cbb%7C0%7C0%7C637274183078887169&sdata=JbBeX2%2BSCAr4dATTZxqbbkSQyRxFrT2zsmfMm6Bmfjo%3D&reserved=0


Distancing: Tomas Pueyo on What U.S. and Others Must Do to Beat 
Coronavirus 

This week, hosts Mark Masselli and Margaret Flinter speak with Dr. Marjorie 
Innocent, Senior Director of Health Programs at the NAACP. Dr. Innocent speaks 
on the current climate of protest against entrenched racism in America, the 
NAACP’s call to action to address police brutality, economic and health 
disparities, and the need to foster a culture of collaboration to address racism’s 
toll on people of color in this country. 
             
Grab-Bag Program   June 27 7:00 a.m.  60 minutes 
Guest/Topic: Reggie Harris - Racial Justice and Music 

Art of the Song stands with Black, Indigenous and People of Color in solidarity for 
equal rights and justice. Today we talk with Art of the Song Alum Reggie Harris 
about his life as an artist and educator. 

 


